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The type free - al ulus (i.e. where terms are only E ::= x j (E1 E2 ) j (x:E1 ))
is powerful enough to ontain all the polymorphi and self referential nature of
properties. Logi however, due to the paradoxes, is absent from the type free al ulus. Attempts at extending the al ulus with logi are many yet neither of
them ta kles the proof theory of the resulting system. In fa t even basi questions
su h as ompleteness, ut elimination theorems and extensionality axioms are not
addressed. In fa t, on e we extend the type free - al ulus with logi , many of these
issues be ome very hard to ta kle.
In this paper, we present the type free - al ulus with logi L whi h is to
some extent in uen ed by the work of A zel, Feferman, Flagg and Myhill. We then
explore the proof theory of L , and present versions of the dedu tion theorem and
the ut elimination theorem whi h hold in our al ulus. The stru ture of the lambda
terms and the study of their normal form, play a ru ial role in the proof theory
and those people familiar with Dana S ott's work on ombinators and lasses an
get a feeling of what might be involved.
From the proof theory of the new al ulus we move to the metatheory and
show the ompleteness of L . Furthermore, we interpret the work of Bunder and
Barendregt on Illative Combinatory Algebras, ICA, in our framework, showing that
ICA is weaker than L . Finally, we tou h on the issue of adding extensionality
axioms to L , showing that this will lead to a paradox. We are hen e onsistent
with the Gordeev's theorem whi h states that any theory as strong as Feferman's
T0 annot be extended onsistently with extensionality axioms.
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